
Unit 7 Review
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW



 Absolute Rulers
A system in which the ruler, usually a monarch, holds 

absolute power (complete authority) over the 

government and the lives of the people

All powerful Kings and Queens

Made all the Laws

Not subject to the law

Divine Right- right to rule from God



Absolute Rulers

 Louis XIV- Supported the arts.  Used the countries money 

to build the Palace of Versailles and fight costly wars. 

 Peter the Great- Brought Western ideas to Russia.  

Continued serfdom in Russia

 Phillip II- Spanish king who was ruler during the 

colonization of the Americas.  

 Charles I- Was king during the English Civil War.  Fought a 

war with Parliament and lost.



Enlightened Absolutists
 They are progressive monarchs that will give rights to the people.

 But, these rights can be taken away at anytime because there is no 
constitution or written documents that guarantee these rights

 They take them away if they feel that the State id becoming out of 
control.  The want to safeguard the welfare of the state

 These rights were not given to serfs- people that had to stay on the land 
and work for little wage and support.

 Serfs lives do not get better under Enlightened Absolutist



Some Enlightened Absolutists 

 Fredrick of Russia

 Joseph II

 Catherine II

 Gave rights, but took them away if needed.  Rights are NEVER 
GIVEN TO SERFS!!



Limited Monarchy

 Began with the Magna Carta- checked the English king

 English Civil War brings Parliament to power

 Later the Glorious Revolution limits the power of the king 

with the English Bill of Rights.

 English Bill of Rights- Limits power of king, Parliament 

makes the laws, fair and speedy trial, king can’t suspend 

the law, no cruel punishment



Characteristics of a Limited 

Monarchy

 Monarch is restricted by a constitution

 Parliament makes the laws of the country



Enlightenment

 Questioned the role of the Church

 Rejected traditional teaching of the Church

 Questioned the role of traditional institutions such as the 
Monarchy’s rule over the people- divine right

 Natural Laws- men have certain rights that are given by God 
and can’t be taken away

 Defined the relationship between the people and 
governments



Enlightenment Thinkers

 Rousseau- Government should express the general will of the 
people-Social Contract 

 Locke- Men have natural rights that they are born with and can’t be 

taken away by rulers

 Montesquieu- three branches of government, checks and balance

 Voltaire- Religious tolerance and intellectual freedom

 Adam Smith- Capitalism

 William Blackstone- English common law, explained how power is 

shared by the king and parliament

 Hobbes- Believed that man was not naturally good and needed 
the king to preserve order

 NATURAL RIGHTS AND CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED



Scientific Revolution

 New way of thinking

 Rejected traditional teachings of the Church

 Used the scientific method to find the answers to 

questions

 Mathematics played a key role in beginning the 

Scientific Revolution



Scientific Revolution
 Isaac Newton- Most influential thinker of the Scientific Revolution.  

Known for the Laws of Gravity. Used observation and 
experimentation

 Copernicus- Sun is center of the universe. 

 Galileo Galilei- Conducted tests on the motion of objects. Used 

telescope in observations

 Francis Bacon- Promoted the scientific method a systematic way of 

testing hypotheses through experimentation

 Descartes- Father of Modern Philosophy and reason



Women in the Scientific Revolution 
 Women published scientific findings anonymously because it was 

thought academics was only for men. Women were not taken 

seriously. 

 Mary Wollstencraft- believed that women reasoned as men do.

 Margret Cavendish- wrote her observations on man and his want to 

control nature. 

 Maria Winkleman- astronomer who discovered a comet   



Scientific Revolution
 Math played key role in developing new theories

 Experimentation and observation helped with the basis of 

knowledge

 Scientific method was now being used

 Telescope and microscope helped with direct observation and 

understanding


